
Suitable for all wet and dry environments, Oracle lockers have been specifically designed

with z-shaped compartments to allow extended hanging space.  The highly-effective

combination of aluminium carcasses with solid-grade laminate doors, make these lockers

a stylish and durable addition to any premium commercial end-of-trip facility.

Oracle Z-Lockers
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Experience washrooms that go beyond. 

10mm or 12mm Z-shaped solid-grade laminate

doors, in colours of client choice

Aluminium carcasses with stainless steel door

framing for longevity – PPC in range of colours

Wide range of configurations and sizes offered

in addition to the standard sizes shown

Flush inset number plate with option for

bespoke vinyl numbering

Cam-locks as standard, with range of other

options including RFID & combination locks

Several integral benching configurations
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LOCKER CARCASS

Shelf and sides: Manufactured from 0.8mm aluminium & powder-coated to colour

chosen from Maxwood selector (or RAL of your choice - extra cost).

Base and top: Manufactured from 01.2mm aluminium & powder-coated to colour

chosen from Maxwood selector (or RAL of your choice - extra cost).

Door frame: Manufactured from stainless steel, powder-coated in black.

Z-SHAPED DOORS / END PANELS

Core material: 10mm or 12mm solid grade laminate.

Colour/Finish: Solid grade laminate finishes of client choice.

Edge Treatment: All edges radiused and polished, with rounded corners.

IRONMONGERY/ ACCESSORIES

Hinges: Locker doors are secured to the door frame using two 5 knuckle semi-

concealed, unsprung, zinc plated hinges.

Lock type: Robust cam lock with two keys.

Numbering: Engraved laminated plastic number disc.

Hooks: Plastic double coat hooks are fitted in each compartment.

Restraint: Stainless steel door restraint set to 90°.

PLINTH

Lockers fixed onto a floor-mounted MRDMF ladder work plinth, which is faced in a

laminate of client’s choice.  (Only required where there is no integral bench).

DIMENSIONS

H 1775mm x W 300mm x D 450mm H 1775mm W 300mm D 450mm (allow

additional 2mm between lockers for lateral fixings).

Bespoke sizes available on request

OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENTS

- Lock options:

- Digital combination lock

- RFID touchless lock

- Coin refund lock

- Swivel latch - for users own padlock.   

- Numbering options:

- Engraved numbering to doors

- Vinyl numbering to doors    

- Integral Opex bench (with or without HPL under panels)     

- End panels for exposed locker sides      

- Above locker panels - secret fixed laminate bulkhead panels to ceiling

- Sloped top capping - ideal for anti-storage or hygiene requirements

Note: Any optional enhancements required are clarified at point of specification.
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